
Damsels in Distress in Recent Fairy Tale Movies

Theo Meder1

This will probably not come as a surprise: the fairy tale went viral again on television
and in the cinema in the western world. As a matter of fact, I put the production of
blockbuster  fairy tale  movies  into  a  graph starting  from 1937,  the  year  that  Walt
Disney launched his first full-length fairy tale animation Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs.2

The graph shows the production of a few fairy tale movies in the first  couple of
decades,  when  Disney practically  had  a  monopoly  as  a  producer.3 In  the  sixties,
seventies  and  eighties,  very  few movies  are  produced.  In  the  late  eighties,  early
nineties, we see a small revival. And then, after the millennium, something peculiar
happens: the fairy tale films begin to peak, and from 2010 there seems no stopping
them anymore: one movie after another is brought out.

The 'Grimm'and the 'Blutbad'

1 This paper was presented at the SIEF conference in Tartu, Estonia on 1 July 2013. A Dutch version 
was published earlier as: ‘Roodkapje en Sneeuwwitje als strijdbare meiden. De meest recente 
sprookjesfilms voor (jong)volwassenen’ in: Literatuur Zonder Leeftijd 27 (2013) 90, p. 103-132.
2 The graph is based on the 'Chronological shortlist of fairy tale movies and TV series' that comes as an
appendix to this article. All the movies mentioned here can be found in www.imdb.com.
3 About the dominant position of Disney see also Zipes 2010, p. xi-xii, Greenhill & Matrix 2010, p. 5-8
and Zipes 2011, p. 22-26.
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On television in the US and elsewhere, two major fairy tale series have been running
since  2011:  Grimm and  Once Upon a  Time.  Neither  of  both series  literally  retell
existing fairy tales, but they appeal to the viewer’s common fairy tale knowledge. In
Grimm, the connection with existing Grimm fairy tales is relatively thin. Protagonist
is  detective Nick Burkhardt, of  whom  nobody knows that he  is  a  "Grimm":  a
descendant  of the Grimm brothers, who supposedly were able to  see all  kinds of
supernatural beings and hunt them down. Nick becomes friends with one of these
beings:  Monroe is  a  so-called ‘Blutbad’ – a werewolf-like creature that  is  able  to
control his instincts. Many names of the creatures sound German but are fictional:
Hexenbiest, Fuchsbau, Jägerbär, Spinnetod, Ziegevolk, etcetera.

The Hexenbiest

The  link  between the  series Once  Upon  a  Time and exisisting fairy  tales is
considerably closer.  Premise of the series is that all fairy tales actually happened in
fairyland.  However,  the evil queen and stepmother of Snow White cast a spell that
turned all fairy tale characters into ordinary people living in the town of Storybrooke.
Snow White lives there as schoolteacher Mary Blanchard, Prince Charming is called
David Nolan, Red Riding Hood is the sexy waitress Ruby, and Rumpelstiltskin is the
shrewd antiques dealer Mr. Gold.

  

Ruby and Mr. Gold

These are only two  TV series.  In  2010 movies  like Alice in  Wonderland,  Shrek
Forever  After, and Tangled  appeared.  In  2011 Hoodwinked Too!, Sleeping Beauty,
Puss in Boots and Red Riding Hood came out. And in 2012, no less than four Snow
White movies went into circulation: Grimm's Snow White, Mirror Mirror, Snow White
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and the Huntsman and Blancanieves. Of course, the big question is: what makes the
fairy tale so popular all of a sudden?

Four Snow White movies from 2012

To cut a long tale short: it all happened since Harry Potter.4 It seems like, sometime in
the late nineties, people  finally made the transition from hippie Pippi Longstocking
(icon of the carefree sixties) to boarding school wizard Harry Potter. The genre of
fantasy has been selling well for years now. Between 2001 and 2011, the Harry Potter
films were blockbusters, just as  the epic adventures in the Lord of the Rings cycle
were between 2001 and 2003. From that moment on it did not stop. Of course, before
that period, movies and TV series based on fairy tales and fantasy existed as well. In
2000, for example, there was the television series called The Tenth Kingdom, whose
plot was based on legends and fairy tales.

The Harry Potter movies (2001-2011)

In the wake of all this television and movie fantasy, a series of Narnia films started,
and now a three-part Hobbit series is produced. We can establish that, from the turn of
the century, we have been inundated with this wave of fantasy, and since our hunger
for more cannot easily be satisfied, fairy tales are being used as scenarios for new
screenplays.  At the moment, favourite movies contain magic and sorcery and epic
adventures as core ingredients,  and that is also the perfect fabric that fairy tales are
made of.
From the Middle Ages until the 19th century, fairy tales were not exclusively a genre
for children. On the contrary: fairy tales were magical, exciting adventures for adults.

4 Cf. Meder 2004.
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If they were present, children were allowed to listen as well.5 However, in the course
of the 19th century, fairy tales slowly but surely became  a children's genre. In the
Netherlands in the late 19th century, criticism already began: the author of children’s
books  Nellie van Kol considered the materialistic,  misogynistic and violent side of
fairy tales not suitable for children.6 In the course of the 20th century, the genre finally
ends up in the nursery.  The Grimms already called their fairy tales the Kinder-  und
Hausmärchen,  fairy  tales for  children  and  household.  But  to  keep  the fairy  tales
somewhat soothing for the delicate  souls of children,  the extreme sides of human
existence had to be obscured a bit. The stories could not become too sexually explicit,
and  cruelty  and violence had to  yield.  To take  two examples:  in  more  and more
versions of the fairy tale of Snow White, it is left out that in the end the stepmother
had to put on red hot shoes as a punishment, and had to dance until she dropped dead.
In the version of the Grimms, this still happens – in later versions it is often left out.7

When Little Red Riding Hood crawls into bed next to the wolf, in many versions it is
concealed that she takes off all her clothes and steps into bed naked.8 The Grimms had
already removed the sexual tension,  which was still  there two centuries earlier,  in
Perrault's version. In order to make fairy tales suitable for children, certain taboos had
to be avoided sometimes.

The passive fairy tale heroine awaits her prince

By the  time Walt Disney released his  first full-length  animation,  fairy  tales  had
already become something primarily for children. In 1937 Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs got released. Snow White is a paragon of civility: while being a  princess, she
soon turns into a virtuous housewife, who industriously cleans and sweeps the house,
and who becomes a domineering mother that makes the adult dwarfs wash their hands
before diner and go to bed early as if they were small children.9 In addition, the fairy
tale  heroine is  quite literally accused of  passivity: even  in her coffin this damsel in
distress is still waiting for a man to come to her rescue.10 With intervals, new fairy tale

5 Greenhill & Matrix 2010, p. 4-5.
6 Joosen 2012, p. 73-78.
7 Dekker, Van der Kooi & Meder 1997, p. 336-339; Zipes 2011, p. 115-116; Joosen 2012, p. 152-155.
8 Dekker, Van der Kooi & Meder 1997, p. 309; De Sterck 2010, p. 174-178; De Sterck 2012, p. 73-81, 
151-156.
9 Dekker, Van der Kooi & Meder 1997, p. 338; Meder 1998, p. 277-278; Zipes 2011, p. 121-122; 
Joosen 2012, p. 156-157.
10 Joosen 2012, p. 141. Feminist Andrea Dworkin about the passive behaviour of Snow White and 
other fairy tale heroines: “For a woman to be good, she must be dead, or as close to it as possible” 
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movies were released by Disney. First, Cinderella and Sleeping Beauty in the fifties.
Then a long break follows from the early sixties to the late eighties. And then it starts
again from the late  eighties with  The Little Mermaid,  then Beauty and the Beast,
Aladdin,  The Princess and the Frog,  and finally Tangled.  The Dutch motion picture
rating  system rates the  oldest Disney  movies  suitable  for "all  ages"  (cf.  US:  G,
General Audiences) and the most recent ones as suitable for "6 years and older" (cf.
US: PG, Parental Guidance). So it is clear what audience Disney aimed for: children,
or more precisely, families with young children.
Disney did produce animated movies between the sixties and eighties, but the studio
avoided the fairy  tale  in this  period.11 This  is  precisely  the period  in  which the
traditional fairy tale was under fire ideologically.  Especially in the seventies, there
was strong criticism on the conservative gender roles and the materialistic aspects of
fairy tales, especially from a feminist and a Marxist angle.12 As the storm of criticism
subsided,  Disney resumed the production of  fairy tale movies,  but the traditional
stories  are no  longer  completely in  sync  with our  modern worldview  and value
system.  Not the fairy  tale movies  become  the  biggest hit, but the post-modern
adaptations and fairy tale parodies, especially with more mature audiences.13 Popular
parodies were the entire Shrek series, but also Hoodwinked, Hoodwinked Too, and
Puss in Boots.

Hoodwinked (2005)

With  parodies,  it  comes  in  handy  if one knows the fairy  tale original,  because
otherwise one will miss a lot of the humorous intertextual play between the parody
and the traditional story. Cristina Bacchilega has  shown that  intertextuality is an
increasingly complex game, in which not only 'original' and 'adaptation' play a role,
but many fairy tale movies and texts resonate with each other. She calls it the "fairy
tale web".14

In a parody like Hoodwinked, the fairy tale of Little Red Riding Hood is treated as a
criminal  case that  needs  to be unraveled by the police: All  involved - Little  Red
Riding Hood,  grandma,  the wolf and the woodcutter - are heard and tell their own

(quote by Joosen, p. 264).
11 The Sword in the Stone (1963), Jungle Book (1967), Robin Hood (1973) are for instance based on 
books / literairy texts.
12 Joosen 2012, p. 75, 105-110; Greenhill & Matrix 2010, p. 20; Bacchilega & Rieder 2010, p. 24.
13 Greenhill & Matrix 2010, p. 13-15.
14 Bacchilega & Rieder 2010, p. 25.
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version of the story. In  Hoodwinked Too, the  heroes go into battle with Hansel and
Gretel, two delinquent children with a heavy German accent. In these two parodies,
intertextual references can be found to adult films such as James Bond, Terminator,
The Matrix, Charlie's Angels, and Silence of the Lambs.
The  Shrek series and the spin-off Puss in Boots particularly refer to an amalgam of
fairy tales and especially mock the dominant sugar-sweet Disney versions. The crux
of the  Shrek series,  inspired by metamorphosis fairy tales like the  Frog King and
Beauty and the Beast, is that ugly Shrek after a kiss from the beautiful princess Fiona
does not change into a handsome prince,  but conversely, the princess turns into a
green ogre.15

Peau d'Ane, The Company of Wolves, The Juniper Tree, and Cappuccetto Rosso

Lately, however, serious fairy tale series and films have been made for an audience of
adults and adolescents - at least not clearly aimed at children. These are not animated
movies, but films with real-life actors.16 Such fairy tale movies with actors had existed
for some time already, obviously, like  La Belle et La Bête (Beauty and the Beast),
Peau d'Ane (Donkey Skin), The Company of Wolves, The Juniper Tree, Freeway, Snow
White: A Tale of Terror, Ever After: A Cinderella Story, Otesánek (Little Otik), Snow
White: The Fairest of Them All, Cappuccetto Roso (Red Riding Hood), The Brothers
Grimm by Terry Gilliam, Hard Candy and Barbe Bleue (Bluebeard).17

It is not difficult to make fairy tales suitable for adults again: just put a bit of violence,
horror,  eroticism and sex in them, et voila!18 As a general trend one can observe the
average age for fairy tale films gradually going up, with a clear upward movement in
recent years because a more adolescent and adult audience is addressed, as the graph
fairly well shows. The Dutch motion picture rating system rates these movies for "12
years and older" (cf. U.S.: PG-13, Parents Strongly Cautioned) and in case of horror
movies "16 years and older" (cf. U.S.: R, Restricted, 17 years and older).

15 Also see Greenhill & Matrix 2010, p. 13-14; Zipes 2011, p. 243-244.
16 See Greenhill & Matrix 2010, p. 8-11 as well.
17 For Peau d’Âne see Zipes 2011, p. 218-220, for The Company of Wolves see Snowden 2010 and 
Zipes 2011, p. 147-150, for The Juniper Tree see Greenhill & Brydon 2010 and Zipes 2011, p. 221-223,
and for Ever After see Williams 2010 and Zipes 2011, p. 186-188.
18 Cf. Joosen 2012, p. 115 about fairy tale musicals and films for adults that stress the erotic and violent
dimensions.
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That brings us to some clear examples of recent series and fairy tale films that focus
on a more adult audience. In my perception, one hit movie series forms an excellent
bridge between fantasy and fairy tale films,  namely Twilight. In  2008,  the movie
Twilight,  based on the book by Stephenie Meyer,  was  so successful that  a  whole
Twilight Saga followed: New Moon, Eclipse and Breaking Dawn in two parts. It is a
saga full  of adventure and supernatural events, to which a good dose of love and
steamy eroticism  is added.  In  the series,  a  sizzling love  triangle is gradually
developing between the heroine Bella Swan,  her vampire boyfriend Edward and his
werewolf rival Jacob.  The Twilight series has become extraordinarily popular with
young adults, especially girls.

Edward, Jacob and Bella in Twilight – New Moon (2009) and Eclipse (2010)

One important recent  fairy tale movie is  Red Riding Hood from 2011. This film is
(according to Dutch standards) considered suitable for 12 years and older. On the
DVD, the film is praised as "The hottest thing since Twilight." That is not so strange,
because the first Twilight movie and Red Riding Hood were made by the same female
director Catherine  Hardwicke.  This  version of Little  Red Riding Hood is so very
reminiscent of Twilight because, again, there is a love triangle in it, and again between
a girl  and two worshippers:  Valerie (=  Little Red Riding Hood),  Peter and Henry.
Even some movie posters of Red Riding Hood and Twilight clearly depict the theme
of the love triangle – which could be interpreted as a particular female fantasy.
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Red Riding Hood (2011) and a still with Valerie and Peter

But with a love triangle, does the story still resemble Little Red Riding Hood? The
story  is  set  in  a  beautifully  stylized  setting:  the  medieval  mountain  village
Daggerhorn, where many pointed ornaments constantly symbolize the threat of the
environment.  The  heroine  Valerie,  wrapped  in  a  red  cape,  is  still  the  girl  that  is
threatened by the wolf and has to resist  his  aggression.  However,  Valerie is  not a
defenceless little girl anymore, but a self-conscious teenager. She is married off by her
parents to Henry, the son of the blacksmith, but she refuses to accept. She is in love
with Peter, the lumberjack. When she is about to run away with Peter, Valerie's older
sister Lucy is found dead, killed by the wolf that is terrorizing the village. Then the
men in the village hunt for the perpetrator and kill a grey wolf. When werewolf hunter
Father Solomon is summoned to the village, he warns the villagers that they have not
killed the real wolf. The true perpetrator is no animal outsider, but a werewolf living
within the village community. One of them is the wolf (and in the course of the film,
suspicion  falls  on  several  different  characters).  Until  then  the  werewolf  had  been
satisfied with an animal sacrifice every new moon, but with the Blood Moon soon to
come, the wolf will require a human sacrifice.19 After a bloody nocturnal attack of the
werewolf, he spares Valerie’s life, talks to her and she understands him. It is decided
to put a trap for him and use Valerie (Red Riding Hood) as chained bait with an iron
wolf mask on. The wolf arrives indeed, bites off the hand of Father Solomon, but
leaves Valerie untouched. Later, in her grandmother’s house in the forest, Valerie finds
out the horrifying truth. Her own father is the werewolf. He has slain the ignorant
grandmother and now wants to  pass on the werewolf curse to his  daughter.  Peter
makes an attempt to save Valerie, but is bitten. Valerie manages to kill her father with
a  silver  nail  from  Father  Solomon's  hand  (which  she  had  brought  along  in  her
basket).20 Valerie and Peter take the body of the werewolf, fill it with stones and throw
it overboard in a nearby lake. Valerie continues to live in grandmother’s house. Peter
runs off into the wilderness until he has learned to control his werewolf instincts. A
few years later, Peter returns as the wolf. This time, Red Riding Hood joins him as his
partner.
So just like in Twilight, the heroine ends up with a supernatural boyfriend. The main
motifs from the fairy tale of Little Red Riding Hood are still present in the film. Even

19 Several motifs, like the werewolf, the murdered sister, and the “Blood Red Moon” refer back to The 
Company of Wolves (1984).
20 According to the story a werewolf can not enter consecrated ground, nor can he stand daylight or 
silver.
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the dialogue with grandmother about her  big  eyes,  ears  and  teeth  appears in a
nightmare. However, the  motifs of the love  triangle and the werewolf are new
additions. The film contains several erotic and bloody scenes. An important difference
with the fairy tale is that the girl does not get eaten. Her victim role is limited and her
heroic part magnified: it is Little Red Riding Hood who eventually kills the big bad
wolf. A resilient heroine in short.

Snow White and the Huntsman (2012)

A second representative fairy tale film is Snow White and the Huntsman from 2012.
Here  again  we  see an  immediate similarity  with Twilight:  the  same lead actress
Kristen Stewart. This  time the director is a man and a debutant:  Rupert Sanders.
Again, this  movie contains a  love triangle:  Snow White can choose between two
suitors, hunter Eric and childhood friend William. The Dutch rating for this movie
was 12 years and older,  mainly because of the violence -  there are no erotic scenes
this time.
The story of  Snow White and the Huntsman is set in a late-medieval setting, and it
starts exactly like the traditional fairy tale, with the birth of Snow White, the death of
her mother, and the arrival of the evil stepmother. Her wickedness is further magnified
in the film: she has a magical army, kills king Magnus in the wedding night, takes
over castle and kingdom and has a magic mirror. She retains her youth and beauty by
magically extracting these properties from young women.21 In the meantime, nature
dies off in the kingdom. Snow White is imprisoned for years. Just when the queen
wants to take the heart of Snow White to obtain eternal youth, the princess manages to
escape into the Dark Forest.  Huntsman Eric is commissioned to track down Snow
White, but as soon as the hunter does not get his reward, he chooses the side of Snow
White and accompanies her on her journey to the castle of duke Hammond and her
loyal childhood friend William. New motifs appear from now on, like a battle with a
troll and a stay in a village of women. Snow White is still being hunted down and
along  with  the  huntsman,  she  teams  up  with  the  dwarfs  in  the  fairy  forest.  An
encounter with a nature spirit  in the form of a white deer with antlers like a tree
proves  to  all  that  Snow White  is  the chosen one to  save the country.  After  some
struggle, William joins the company. One morning he gives Snow White an apple; it
turns out to be the evil queen’s sorcery and Snow White chokes on the apple. When
the castle of the duke is reached, the body of Snow White is laid down on a bed in the
chapel in a white dress – there is no glass coffin. Overcome with emotion, the hunter
kisses her lips, and a few minutes later, Snow White awakes from her lethargy. Now it

21 Cf. Tangled.
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becomes clear that Snow White is no abiding maiden, but an active heroine ready to
fight. Soon she rides out with an army, on horseback, in full armour, ready to battle
against the evil queen. The dwarfs manage to open a castle gate, and then a fierce
battle ignites. Snow White finds the evil queen and, after a hard battle, succeeds to kill
her with a dagger. The body of the queen ages rapidly. A short time later, Snow White
is crowned queen and nature blooms again spontaneously. The story does not mention
whether or not Snow White marries - in this version of the story it does not matter.22

Perhaps she remains single. And if she were interested in marriage, then it is not clear
who she prefers: William or Eric.

Stills from the movie: the huntsman kisses the dead Snow White

Just like a modern girl, Snow White is able to determine her own fate and future. The
key motif in this fairy tale version is that the heroine is ready for action, and will not
sit around waiting for a man to solve her problems for her. She dresses in armour,
takes a sword and shield in hand and enters the battle as the legitimate heir to her
kingdom. From a passive victim, Snow White is transformed into a militant heroine, a
Joan of Arc, leading her army like a true knight.
In recent fairy tale movies, the passive victimization of women seems to have become
outdated.23 The films contain a fair dose of girl power. The action and romance, often
in love triangles, have made the fairy tale genre captivating for an audience of young
adults again.
The more lighthearted film Mirror Mirror from 2012 is an adaptation of the story of
Snow White, this time for an audience of 6 years and older.  The story is situated
somewhere between the 16th and the 18th century. Although Snow White conforms to
the fairy tale cliché by cleaning the house of the dwarfs and cooking them food, in
this case she is more than just a housewife. Halfway through the film, Snow White
learns some sword fighting from the dwarfs, who live in the woods as robbers. Instead
of a gown, she now starts to wear a divided skirt. The triangle in  Mirror Mirror is
reversed: there is a prince, who is in love with Snow White, but who is also desired by
the queen. When the prince, along with his soldiers in the forest, encounters Snow
White and the seven robbers, a dialogue unfolds, while fighting with swords, between

22 On the commentary track of the DVD director Rupert Sanders says that the movie is a “medieval war
story” and not a “love story”.
23 In 2005 this already became clear in a movie like Hard Candy, in which a pedophile slowly but 
surely gets punished by a combative 14-year-old girl. In this movie, the fairy tale resemblance is rather 
small and was denied by the director at first, but particularly the red jacket with the hood raises 
resemblance to Red Riding Hood. That is why Zipes 2011, p. 154 speaks of “the ultimate revenge of 
Little Red Riding Hood”. Something similar can be said of Freeway (1996) in which Vanessa (Red 
Riding Hood) deals with the murderous Bob Wolverton who eventually waits for her in bed, dressed up
as her trailerpark granny.
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the prince and Snow White, in which the prince refuses to fight with a girl, which
nearly leads to him getting beaten up by her. In Mirror Mirror, Snow White does not
end up in a glass coffin, but the prince gets enchanted by the evil queen. In this case
Snow White manages to disenchant him by kissing him, because "The kiss of true
love is what liberates someone from a spell."24 The reversal of roles is popular in
modern fairy tale movies. In the end, Snow White breaks the magic power of the
queen:  she  revives  her  father,  the  king,  marries  the  prince,  restores  a  glorious
kingdom, makes nature blossom up again… and starts wearing a gown – apparently
she  conforms  to  her  traditional  gender  role  again.  Her  freedom  fight  was  only
temporary. At the last moment she is in danger of being poisoned by the apple, but
Snow White realizes that it  is a trick and forces the evil queen to first take a bite
herself.

Stills from the movie: Snow White fighting with a sword

In 2012, there was a third film devoted to Snow White: Grimm's Snow White, but this
production was so bad that  it  never  made it  to the cinemas and was immediately
released on DVD. Nevertheless, here too the princess knows how to act like a tough
girl: she joins in the battle against the forces of the evil queen, is a skilled archer, and
in the end neatly chops off her stepmother's head with a sabre. She brings her fallen
prince back to life with a kiss. Again, some of the traditional roles are reversed.

Snow White with bow and arrow

Finally,  in  2012 there  was  this  Spanish  movie  called  Blancanieves,  which  means
Snow White. It is an artful silent movie in black and white about a girl called Carmen,

24 The prince waking Snow White with a kiss was an invention by Walt Disney (1937); in the Grimm 
version the coffin falls and the piece of magic apple comes out of Snow White’s throat. See Meder 
1998, p. 274-276. Cf. Ming-Hsun Lin 2010, p. 83 who remarks that in the Grimm version Snow White 
meets a strange prince when she awakes. In the beginning of the Disney movie Snow White and the 
prince already had a romantic encounter, so he wouldn’t be a stranger lateron.
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living  in  Sevilla  in  the  1920s,  dreaming of  becoming the  first  female  bullfighter.
When Carmen is born, her mother dies, while her father, a great matador, is confined
to a wheelchair after an accident in the arena. Her new stepmother hates Carmen and
she kills  her  husband by pushing him down the stairs.  Years later  Carmen barely
survives an attack by her stepmother's private driver, and she is found by a group of
circus dwarfs. They start calling her Snow White, for obvious reasons. In their act,
they play toreadors, and Carmen turns out to be a talented female bullfighter. She
becomes famous and is invited to fight bulls in a real arena, but then she catches the
attention of her stepmother again, who poisons an apple in order to kill Blancanieves.
She ends up in a glass coffin in a fair, and every male who pays a dime may kiss her,
in order to try and wake her. Unfortunately, Snow White never wakes up again...

Blancanieves (Snow White) as a bull fighter

Still, even Disney with its sugar-coated fairy tale versions could not fully resist the
zeitgeist.25 Snow White and Sleeping Beauty are clearly passive heroines and victims.
For a Muslim girl,  Jasmine from  Aladdin is  already quite  emancipated.  And even
though she is not a fairy tale character, Mulan knows how to put up a fight. Tangled is
a fairy tale movie in which Rapunzel behaves like a fairly modern girl with spirit and
humor,  but  here  the  sweet  Disney  romance  still  dominates.  In  the  romantic  and
humorous Disney production Enchanted, fairy tale cartoon life and the sobering daily
life in New York collide,  involving quite  some self-mockery.  The naive fairy tale
heroine  Giselle  grows  into  a  dragon  slayer  and  saviour  of  her  chosen  Robert,  a
divorce lawyer. However, the fairy tale criticism and the reversal of roles are quite
superficial in this love story: in the end, heterosexual marriage seems to remain the
only means to attain perfect happiness.26 In Disney Pixar's Brave, the Scottish redhead
princess Merida is a brave girl, who does not want to marry a prince, but prefers horse
riding, archery and swordsmanship in the woods like a boy. Brave is a quasi-medieval
story with a modern message about female self-determination, but this story is not
based on a traditional fairy tale scenario. Parodistic fairy tale films testify that women

25 Pershing & Gablehouse 2010 take this with a grain of salt though: they call the concessions that the 
Disney Studios make due to feminist critique “faux feminism” (p. 153). However, they were not able to
take Brave (2012) into account; cf. Loofbourow 2012.
26 Cf. Bacchilega & Rieder 2010, p. 29 and Pershing & Gablehouse 2010 (for example p. 138: “The 
film offers a worldview built on patriarchal, capitalistic, heterosexist, and racist assumptions” and p. 
147: “The narrative [...] promotes the idea that women’s problems are solved when they fall in love 
with men”). Cf. Williams 2010, p. 114-115.
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can fight and lead armies just like men.  In  Shrek 3 princesses Fiona, Snow White,
Cinderella,  Sleeping  Beauty  and  Rapunzel  fight  against  the  troops  of  Prince
Charming. In Shrek Forever After, princess Fiona leads an army of rebellious ogres in
a war against the illegal ruler Rumpelstiltskin.

Girlpower: Brave and Fiona

Militant women, armed women fighting in an army or even leading an army, they are
an anachronism in Western history. One of the few exceptions in the entire history of
mankind is Joan of Arc: in the late-medieval Hundred Years' War, she actually led in
full armour a French army unit against the English. In the perception of the British,
her masculin behaviour proved her to be a witch and a heretic, and she ended her 19-
years-short life at the stake. Another exception was the Celtic queen Boadicea, who
actually fought against the Romans. In the Netherlands we have stories about Kenau
Simonsdochter Hasselaer, who, in Haarlem during the Eighty Years' War, supposedly
led a female army unit fighting against the Spaniards.27 However, there is little truth in
these stories. According to an eyewitness, Kenau was a butch, and she walked around
all day armed with a loaded pistol and a short pike, but she was never a female army
leader and she probably never even fought outside the walls of Haarlem.

Joan of Arc (1412-1431) and Kenau Simonsdochter Hasselaer (1526-1588/9)

27 De Blécourt, Koman, Van der Kooi & Meder 2010, p. 336-337.
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Militant women that we see plenty of nowadays in historic-style movies have hardly
ever existed in the past. In our history, women played female roles, and for centuries
they have not even ridden with a horse between their legs, but in long skirts riding
side-saddle style. The militant female struggle for self-determination in films set in
some distant past is a pure projection of contemporary ideals, and did hardly ever
exist.
Fairy tales are dynamic: both in written and in oral tradition, they change in content.
Fairy tales always reflect how we think and what we dream, how we perceive reality
and what ideals we cherish. Every era gets the fairy tales it deserves. Today we return
to the fairy tales with an adult touch, with a good deal of eroticism and aggression, but
significantly  more  emancipated.  We  gladly  overlook  the  fact  that,  within  the
traditional fairy tale, emancipation is actually an anachronism: today we cherish the
thought that girls are able to take charge and determine their own destiny, that girls
can stand their ground and should not be afraid of a little action. And it is okay for
them to fall in love, as long as they are the ones making the final choice.
We have not seen the end of fairy tale movies yet. Now that producers and directors
have discovered this goldmine, the film industry will make new fairy tale movies for
adults  and  adolescents;  we  have  recently  experienced  screenings  of  Hansel  and
Gretel: Witch Hunters for 16 years and older, and Jack the Giant Slayer for 12 years
and  older.  No less  than  six  Hansel  and Gretel  movies  came out  in  2013.  A new
Cinderella is scheduled for 2014 and Snow White and the Huntsman will get a sequel
in 2015.

Hansel and Gretel: Witch Hunters (2013)

Traditionally, we are inclined to inject fairy tales with the ideals we dream of. In the
tales we tell, we introduce the standards we value. As soon as our ideals and standards
change, so do our tales. Once we have decided that women should be independent and
in charge of their own lives, we will change our passive fairy tale damsels in distress
into active heroines.
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Chronological shortlist of fairy tale movies and TV series
This  is  a  short  list  of  132 movies  or  fairy tale-like  movies  that  reached Western
cinema  (and  Western  television).28 In  most  cases  the  movies  deal  with  fairytales
known from Perrault, Andersen, the Grimms or the Arabian Nights, or with characters
or motifs that play a significant part in such fairy tales. At some point, these stories,
characters or motifs have been found in oral tradition as well. Apart from that, several
movies recorded are listed, which fall into the category of fairy tale-like or  fantasy,
which have no obvious roots in oral tradition, but rather are based on a book or a
script: the latter category is marked with *. However, the boundaries between the two
genres is rather fluent.

Year Title Film Director Anim? Production Country Age29

2015 Snow White and the 
Huntsman 2

film ? no Universal USA ?

2014 Cinderella film Kenneth Branagh no Disney USA ?
2014 The Hobbit: There and 

Back Again*
film Peter Jackson no New Line USA 12

2013 H and G film Danishka Esterhazy no Red Czarina Canada ?
2013 Oz: The Great and 

Powerful*
film Sam Raimi no Disney USA 12

2013 The Hobbit: The 
Desolation of Smaug*

film Peter Jackson nee New Line USA 12

2013 Hansel & Gretel in 3D film Kira Mdallo Sesay yes Kalliope Films Germany ?
2013 Hansel & Gretel: 

Warriors of Witchcraft
film David DeCoteau no Rapid Heart USA 12

2013 Hansel & Gretel film Anthony C. Ferrante no Global 
Asylum

USA 16

2013 Jack the Giant Slayer film Bryan Singer no Bad Hat Harry USA 12
2013 Hansel and Gretel get 

baked
film Duane Journey no Kerry Kimmel

& Pollack
USA ?

2013 Hansel and Gretel Witch 
Hunters

film Tommy Wirkola no Paramount Germany 16

2012 - Beauty and the Beast tv Ron Koslow no CBS USA 12
2012 Blancanieves film Pablo Berger no Arcadia Spain 12
2012 The Hobbit: An 

Unexpected Journey*
film Peter Jackson no New Line USA 12

2012 Snow White and the 
Huntsman

film Rupert Sanders no Universal USA 12

2012 Mirror Mirror film Tarsem Singh no Goldman USA 6
2012 Grimm’s Snow White dvd Rachel Goldenberg no Global 

Asylum
USA 16

2012 Brave* film Mark Andrews yes Disney Pixar USA 6
2012 The Twilight Saga: 

Breaking Dawn 2*
film Bill Condon no Summit USA 12

2012 Sprookjesboom de Film film Hans Walther yes Efteling Netherlands AL
2011 - Grimm tv Stephen Carpenter no NBC USA 16
2011 - Once Upon a Time tv Adam Horowitz no ABC USA 12
2011 - Game of Thrones* tv David Benioff no HBO USA 16
2011 Red Riding Hood film Catherine Hardwicke no Warner Bross USA 12
2011 Puss in Boots film Chris Miller yes Dreamworks USA 6
2011 Harry Potter and the 

Deathly Hallows 2*
film David Yates no Warner Bross USA 12

2011 Sleeping Beauty film Julia Leigh no Magic Films Australia 16
2011 The Twilight Saga: 

Breaking Dawn 1*
film Bill Condon no Summit USA 12

2011 Hoodwinked Too! Hood 
vs. Evil

film Mike Disa yes Weinstein USA 6

2011 Gingerdead man 3 film William Butler no Transition USA ?

28 Not every fairy tale (tv-)film from former Czechoslovakia was added to the list, and neither are most 
Asian movies. For a much more complete list (except for recent years) see Zipes 2011, pp. 405-420.
29 The rating is based on the Dutch 'Kijkwijzer': www.kijkwijzer.nl. The categories are AL (all ages), 6, 
12 and 16 y.o. (while 18+ is reserved for adult movies).
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2011 Beastly film Daniel Barnz no CBS USA 12
2010 Lang & Gelukkig film Pieter Kramer no Warner Netherlands 6
2010 Tangled (Rapunzel) film Nathan Greno yes Disney USA 6
2010 Harry Potter and the 

Deathly Hallows 1*
film David Yates no Warner Bross USA 12

2010 The Chronicles of 
Narnia: The Voyage of 
the Dawn Treader*

film Michael Apted no Disney USA 9

2010 Black Swan film Darren Aronofsky no Fox USA 16
2010 Trollhunter* film André Øvredal no SF Norge Norway 16
2010 Shrek Forever After film Mike Mitchell yes Dreamworks USA 6
2010 The Twilight Saga: 

Eclipse*
film David Slade no Maverick USA 12

2010 Alice in Wonderland* film Tim Burton no Disney USA 9
2009 The Princess and the 

Frog
film Ron Clements yes Disney USA 6

2009 Harry Potter and the 
Half-Blood Prince*

film David Yates no Warner Bross USA 12

2009 Happily N’Ever After 2: 
Snow White - Another 
Bite @ the Apple

film Steven E. Gordon yes BAF Berlin 
Animation

USA 6

2009 Red Riding Trilogy film Julian Jarrold e.a. no Channel Four UK 16
2009 Barbe Bleue (Bluebeard) film Catherine Breillat no Arte France France ?
2009 The Twilight Saga: New 

Moon*
film Chris Weitz no Maverick USA 12

2008 Gingerdead Man 2 film Silvia St. Croix no Transition USA ?
2008 The Chronicles of 

Narnia: Prince Caspian*
film Andrew Adamson no Disney USA 6

2008 Twilight* film Catherine Hardwicke no Maverick USA 12
2007 Enchanted film Kevin Lima mix Disney USA 6
2007 Sydney White film Joe Nussbaum no Morgan Creek USA AL
2007 The Golden Compass* film Chris Weitz no New Line USA 12
2007 Harry Potter and the 

Order of the Phoenix*
film David Yates no Warner Bross USA 12

2007 Stardust* film Matthew Vaughn yes Paramount UK 12
2007 Henjel gwa Geuretel 

(Hansel & Gretel)
film Pil-Sung Yim yes Barunson South 

Korea
?

2007 Shrek the Third film Chris Miller yes Dreamworks USA 6
2006 Happily N’Ever After film Paul Bolger yes Lionsgate USA ?
2006 Pan’s Labyrinth* film Guillermo del Toro no Picasso Spain 16
2006 Hansel & Gretel film Kal-El Bogdanove no Everstar USA ?
2006 K3 en het IJsprinsesje film Indra Siera no Studio 100 Belgium AL
2006 - Sprookjesboom tv Hans Walther yes Efteling Netherlands AL
2005 Hard Candy film David Slade no Vulcan USA 12
2005 Hoodwinked! film Cory Edwards yes Weinstein USA 6
2005 Harry Potter and the 

Goblet of Fire*
film Mike Newell no Warner Bross USA 12

2005 The Chronicles of 
Narnia: The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe*

film Andrew Adamson no Disney USA 6

2005 The Brothers Grimm film Terry Gilliam no MGM USA 12
2005 Der Fischer und seine 

Frau (The Fisherman and
his Wife)

film Doris Dörrie no Constantin Germany ?

2005 MirrorMask* film Dave McKean mix Jim Henson UK ?
2005 The Gingerdead Man film Charles Band no Full Moon USA ?
2004 Harry Potter and the 

Prisoner of Azkaban*
film Alfonse Cuarón no Warner Bross USA 9

2004 Red Riding Hood film Randal Kleiser no Tag 
Entertainment

USA ?

2004 A Cinderella Story film Mark Rosman no Warner Bross USA AL
2004 7 Zwerge (Seven Dwarfs) film Sven Unterwaldt no Universal Germany ?
2004 Shrek 2 film Andrew Adamson yes Dreamworks USA AL
2004 Ella Enchanted film Tommy O’Haver no Miramax USA 6
2003 Lord of the Rings: The 

Return of the King*
film Peter Jackson no New Line USA 12

2003 Cappuccetto Rosso (Red 
Riding Hood)

film Giacomo Cimini no KOA films Italy ?

2003 Milchwald (This Very 
Moment)

film Christoph 
Hochhäusler

no Cine Image Germany ?

2003 Peter Pan* film P.J. Hogan no Universal Australia 6
2003 Grimm film Alex van no Graniet film Netherlands 16
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Warmerdam
2002 Lord of the Rings: The 

Two Towers*
film Peter Jackson no New Line USA 12

2002 Harry Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets*

film Chris Columbus no Warner Bross USA 6

2002 Doornroosje de musical dvd Gert Verhulst no Studio 100 Belgium AL
2002 Hansel & Gretel film Gary Tunnicliffe no Majestic USA 6
2001 Harry Potter and the 

Sorcerer’s Stone*
film Chris Columbus no Warner Bross USA 6

2001 Snow White: The Fairest 
of them All

tv Caroline Thompson no Hallmark USA AL

2001 Lord of the Rings: The 
Fellowship of the Ring*

film Peter Jackson no New Line USA 12

2001 Shrek film Andrew Adamson yes Dreamworks USA 6
2000 Otesánek (Little Otik) film Jan Svankmajer no Athanor Czechia ?
2000 The 10th Kingdom tv David Carson no Hallmark USA 12
1999 Freeway II: Confessions 

of a Trickbaby
film Matthew Bright no Kushner-

Locke
USA 12

1999 Sleepy Hollow film Tim Burton no Paramount USA 16
1998 Ever After: A Cinderella 

Story
film Andy Tennant no Twentieth 

Century Fox
USA 6

1997 Snow White: A Tale of 
Terror

film Michael Cohn no Polygram USA 12

1996 Le dernier chaperon 
rouge

short 
film

Jan Kounen no Canal+ France ?

1996 Freeway film Matthew Bright no Kushner-
Locke

USA 16

1994 The Swan Princess film Richard Rich yes Rich 
Animation

USA 6

1992 Aladdin film Ron Clements yes Disney USA 6
1991 Hook* film Steven Spielberg no Amblin USA 6
1991 Beauty and the Beast 

(Belle en het Beest)
film Gary Trousdale yes Disney USA AL

1990 Into the Woods mus James Lapine no American 
Playhouse

USA ?

1990 The Juniper Tree film Nietzchka Keene no Liberty Iceland ?
1989 The Little Mermaid (De 

Kleine Zeemeermin)
film Ron Clements yes Disney USA AL

1988 Willow* film Ron Howard no MGM USA 12
1988 The Storyteller tv Jim Henson no Henson Ass. USA ?
1988 The Adventures of Baron 

Munchausen
film Terry Gilliam no Columbia UK 6

1987-
1990

Beauty and the Beast tv Ron Koslow no Witt/Thomas USA ?

1987 The Princess Bride* film Rob Reiner no Buttercup USA 12
1986 Labyrinth* film Jim Henson no Lucasfilm USA 12
1985 Return to Oz* film Walter Murch no BMI UK 6
1984 The NeverEnding Story* film Wolfgang Petersen no Bavaria Germany 6
1984 The Company of Wolves film Neil Jordan no ITC UK 16
1982 The Dark Crystal* film Jim Henson puppets ITC USA 6
1978 The Wiz* film Sidney Limet no Universal USA 6
1977 Suspiria* film Dario Argento no Seda 

Spettacoli
Italy ?

1976 The Slipper and the Rose:
the Story of Cinderella

film Bryan Forbes no Paradine UK ?

1974 Arabian Nights film Pier Paolo Pasolini no PEA Italy ?
1973 Baba Yaga (Zolotye Roga

/ The Golden Horns)
film Aleksandr Rou no Gorky Film Russia ?

1973 Three Wishes for 
Cinderella

film Václav Vorlícak no DEFA Czecho-
slovakia

?

1972 Bluebeard film Edward Dmytryk no Gloria France ?
1970 Valerie and her Week of 

Wonders*
film Jaromil Jires no Barrandov Czecho-

slovakia
?

1970 Peau d’Âne (Donkey 
Skin)

film Jacques Demy no Parc Film France AL

1959 Sleeping Beauty 
(Doornroosje)

film Clyde Geronimi yes Disney USA AL

1953 Peter Pan* film Clyde Geronimi yes Disney USA AL
1951 Alice in Wonderland* film Clyde Geronimi yes Disney USA AL
1950 Cinderella (Assepoester) film Clyde Geronimi yes Disney USA AL
1948 The Red Shoes film Michael Powell no Archers UK AL
1947 Secret Beyond the film Fritz Lang no Diana USA ?
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Door…
1946 La Belle et la Bête 

(Beauty and the Beast)
film Jean Cocteau no DisCina France ?

1939 The Wizard of Oz* film Victor Fleming no MGM USA 6
1937 Snow White and the 

Seven Dwarfs
film David Hand yes Disney USA AL
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